Variation in protein content of peas under Finnish conditions
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Abstract. The variation of protein content and correlations between protein content and agronomic traits were studied on materials in variety trials over five years and at two locations in southern Finland.

Protein content and protein yield of a given genotype varied widely in different years. High temperature during the growing season was the main climate factor influencing protein content. Statistically significant variation in protein content was found between different genotypes.

Correlations between protein content and seed yield were weak, negatively significant in only two years. The relationship between seed weight and protein content was negative in all years. Late maturity was positively associated with protein content in all years and at both locations. It is suggested that breeding for protein productivity in northern conditions it is more effective to improve seed yield and yield stability than to attempt improving protein content.

1. Introduction

Leguminous plants play an increasingly important role in modern agriculture. In the search for a crop plant yielding a high level of seed protein at a low energy cost, such traits as the ability to fix nitrogen biologically and to yield abundant protein simultaneously are of crucial importance to countries like Finland, because their agricultural production is based on imported energy (see e.g. VARIS 1981).

Peas are the most important grain legumes in Finland. The cultivation of peas for fodder and cooking is beset by various climatic problems, and annual variations in cultivation area and average yield are considerable (HOVINEN and KARJALAINEN 1981). The main goal behind our breeding programs is to improve cultivation stability by improving earliness, seed yield, and resistance to lodging and diseases, which are decisive characters under northern growing conditions (KIVI 1978, 1979).

The variation of protein content in peas is wide, and it is affected by genetic and environmental factors such as soil fertility, fertilization, water supply, microclimate, alterations of weather conditions, macroclimatic conditions, and latitude (ALI-
Moreover ALI-KHAN (1977) has found that protein content is dependent on sowing time.

PESOLA (1955), a Finnish pea breeder, was one of the first authors to suggest that the protein content of peas was genetically determined. Heritability values in different studies vary depending e.g. on parent material, experimental design and methods of calculation. PANDEY and GRITTON (1976) used the parent-offspring regression method analysed on four pea crosses, and obtained heritability values ranging from 17% to 6%. The highest value was detected in the cross with the widest range in protein content. In a recent Polish study, (SCWIECICKI et al. 1980) heritability values in two crosses were 29.2% and 70.4%. In a cross between high and medium protein varieties, dominance was much greater than in a cross between cultivars with low and medium protein contents. According to these results, it would be easier to obtain the desired results by making crosses involving varieties with medium protein content.

In recent years, the negative association between protein content and grain yield has been one of the major difficulties in cereal protein breeding. The synthesis of storage proteins requires a relatively large amount of metabolic energy for which the synthesis of carbohydrates competes (RABSON et al. 1978). Thus it is not sufficient simply to incorporate into the genotype factors which act to increase the amount of storage protein in the seed. They must be combined with genes which improve the efficiency of the plant in synthesising proteins (EVANS and DAVIES 1980).

Negative correlations between protein content and seed yield in peas have been reported by many authors (e.g. JERMYN and SLINKARD 1977, BINGEFORS et al. 1979, BLIXT 1979). Positive correlations have also been reported (ALI-KHAN and YOUNGS 1973, PANDEY and GRITTON 1976).

In many cases the improvement of protein content seems to be difficult in variable northern conditions, because protein content is strongly affected by climatic factors. In his review of the achievements of recent pea breeding, SNOAD (1980) states that there is information, genetic variation and agronomic input available for improving grain yield, but that nothing comparable is available for improving the protein content of the seed.

The present paper is a report on genotypic and environmental variation of protein content and on correlations between protein content and agronomic traits. Moreover, an attempt is made to define the main climatic factors influencing protein contents.

2. Materials and methods

Variations in protein content and their relations to other characteristics were examined from the results of standard variety trials carried out by the Hankkija Plant Breeding Institute. The results were collected over the period 1975–1980, and at two locations, Anttila (60.42° N) and Nikkilä (61.55° N) Experimental Farms. The trials were sown on mineral soils with a high clay content. The level of nitrogen fertilization varied from 16 to 48 kg N/ha. Because of extremely cool seasons, the trials failed at Nikkilä in 1976, and at both localities in 1977 (see Fig. 1).
The effects of climatic factors on the protein content of the Dutch variety Rondo were investigated by a stepwise multiple linear regression analysis. The protein percentages of Rondo were collected from 42 official trials carried out between 1969 and 1980 in the southern part of Finland. The variables considered were mean temperatures and precipitation for June, July and August. In addition, cloudiness and relative humidity percentages in August and latitude of trial locality were also taken into account. The F level for variable removal was 2.5.

Statistical calculations of coefficients of variation, correlations and regressions were computed by standard procedures.
3. Results

3.1. Variation of protein content

The annual variation in protein content of five genotypes is presented in Table 1. The coefficient of variation (in protein content) ranges from 4.31 to 9.12.

The coefficients of variation of protein yield and seed yield are much higher than that of the protein content, which indicates that protein yield and seed yield are very sensitive in their reactions to variable climatic conditions. The fairly similar values for variation of protein yield and seed yield indicated that under Finnish conditions protein productivity depends much more on seed yield than on protein content.

Significant variation in protein content was detected between different cultivars and lines grown in variety trials (Table 2). The range of protein content is 23.1 %—
27.5 %. The protein yield ranges from 650 kg/ha to 1070 kg/ha. The highest figure was obtained for the cultivar Proco, which is both the earliest and the lowest as regards protein content.

3.2. Correlations between protein content and agronomic traits

The phenotypic correlations between protein content and seed yield vary widely over the five years and two locations (Fig. 2). The coefficients were generally low.
The relationship between protein content and seed weight is presented in Figure 3. In each year and at both locations the correlation is negative but weak.

Late maturity seems to be associated with high protein content (Fig. 4). Every coefficient of correlation is positive. At Anttila two coefficients were highly significant, and one significant.

A highly significant positive correlation was found between plant height and protein content indicating that it would be difficult to improve the protein content of low-stemmed varieties (Fig. 5).
3.3. Effects of climatic factors on protein content

Only three climatic factors were incorporated into the regression model, the mean July temperature \( (X_1) \), June precipitation \( (X_2) \), and August cloudiness percentage \( (X_3) \). The regression equation \( Y = 9.628 + 0.52460X_1 + 0.03673X_2 + 0.05445X_3 \) accounted for 32.3% (F value 6.048) of the variation in protein.

The correlation coefficients between climatic factors and protein content are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Correlation coefficients between protein content of Rondo pea and some climatic factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Protein content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean temperature in June</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; July</td>
<td>0.411**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; August</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation in June</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; July</td>
<td>-0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; August</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloudiness in August</td>
<td>0.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity in August</td>
<td>-0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

One of the best ways of meeting the demand for domestic protein production in Finland is to cultivate peas. Peas contain abundant protein with a high biological value for animal feeding, and provides good raw material for fodder mixtures with barley and oats (HOLT and SOSULSKI 1979). Unfortunately the cultivation of peas in Finland has hitherto been limited because the present varieties are sensitive to climatic factors. Therefore, overall amount of protein obtained from peas has been small and foreign protein products, mainly soya-meal, have had an economic advantage over peas.

Investigations of the world collection reveal large variability in protein content of peas, ranging from 14 to 39 %, and almost as wide variation has been detected in *Pisum* mutants (GOTTTSCHALK et al. 1975, BLIXT 1979).

The present results indicated that in Finland the variation in protein content between genotypes is statistically significant, but large environmental effects
occurred, too. Early cultivars seem to be less sensitive to environmental influence than late ones, probably because of our short growing season. In Sweden BINGEFORS et al. (1979) found that protein content was less affected by different years and locations than by variety. On the other hand, ALI-KHAN and YOUNGS (1973) detected large annual and locational differences between genotypes in Canada. Under Finnish conditions the annual variation in protein content may be as wide as 20.6—29.8 % within one cultivar (HOVINEN and KARJALAINEN 1981).

Our investigations of the effects of climatic factors on protein content in Rondo peas showed fairly weak correlations. According to the present regression equation, about third of the variation in protein content was accountable by climatic factors. High temperature during the growing season seem to be the most important climatic factor influencing the protein content of peas in Finland.

In view of the variation in protein yields, it can be concluded that the protein yield is principally explained by the variability of seed yield. It would be ideal to improve protein content and seed yield simultaneously. Some successful attempts have been made on grain legumes (EVANS and GRIDLEY 1979), but this approach has been hindered by the negative association between protein content and seed yield.

The present results confirm previous ones indicating that protein content and seed yield are negatively correlated. They are fairly similar to those of BINGEFORS et al. (1979), and show that correlations vary between years and locations. Correlations were negative, but generally rather weak.

With regard to the relationship between seed weight and protein content, our results are similar to those of BINGEFORS et al. (1979) and indicate that seed weight is negatively associated with protein content, though generally the correlations seem to be low. In their studies on Pisum mutants GOTTSCALK et al. (1975) found no association between seed weight and protein content.

Late maturity appears to be positively correlated with protein content. This relationship is weaker in the more northern locality at Nikkilä than at Anttila. Under Finnish conditions, late cultivars tend to produce lower yields than early ones, because only a small part of their seed reaches maturity. Plant height shows statistically significant positive correlation with protein content. In this material early cultivars seem to be short in comparison with late ones, thus confirming the relationship between protein and development.

Under Finnish conditions, peas can take the best possible advantage of biological nitrogen fixation. It is unprofitable to replace it by artificial nitrogen in fodder pea production. However, small amounts of nitrogen, 20—50 kg N/ha have given good results, because low levels of nitrogen do not destroy the balance of biological nitrogen fixation. In practical pea cultivation, it is to farmer’s advantage arrange favourable environmental conditions for nitrogen fixation, thus enabling him to utilize the genetic resources of the variety in question for the highest protein content.

In the light of the present results some general conclusions may be drawn regarding protein improvement in peas. Under northern conditions the influence of environmental factors on protein production in peas is very great indeed. Protein yield and seed yield are closely associated and thus one might postulate that protein productivity depends much more on seed yield than on protein content. If this conclusion is generally applicable breeding efforts in Finland should be devoted to
improving seed yield and yield stability. Our studies support the recent results published in Britain (SNOAD 1980) that it is four to five times more effective to improve seed yield than the protein content in breeding for protein productivity in peas.
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Proteiinipitoisuus kytkeytyi pääasiassa negatiivisesti siemensatoon, mutta korrelaatio oli heikko. Valkuaispitoisuus korreloi siemenen painoon negatiivisesti molemmilla koepaikoilla ja kaikkina vuosina. Proteiinipitoisuuksien havaittiin lisääntyvän kasvuvajan pidentyessä.